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Editor Disabled - Invalid HTML: UnsupportedEditor Disabled - Invalid HTML: Unsupported
Extensions ErrorExtensions Error

There are browser extensions which can inject html into the editor and can cause
problems. If we detect an unsupported extension while using the HTML editor we will
disable the editor and you will not be able to edit or save.

You must disable the extension before you can continue to use the editor. If you have
already disabled the extension and are still not able to edit, please revert to an older
version using the snapshot manager. If this still has not helped please contact support.

Below, is more information on the error and a list of unsupported extensions.

Editor Disabled ErrorEditor Disabled Error
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Grammarly - (https://app.grammarly.com/)Grammarly - (https://app.grammarly.com/)

If you are using Grammarly, please disable it while using GatorMail. It can easily be disabled for
the application.

1. Click on the Grammarly icon in the browser toolbar and you will be shown a popup window.
Here you will see a switch box to disable or enable Grammarly for the website you are on.

2. Click the switch box to disable it for the CommuniGator site.
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Initiate Check Screen - The campaign start dateInitiate Check Screen - The campaign start date
is later than the close dateis later than the close date

Are you receiving the message Stop: The Campaign start date is later that close date, please
update start date.?

Initiate Check Screen - Campaign Start DateInitiate Check Screen - Campaign Start Date

A campaign will not start sending until the start date is reached.

Once a close date has been reached no further emails will be sent from the campaign.

So these timings would mean that no emails would be sent if your campaign was to be initiated.
Go back to the campaign details and edit the start or close date.
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Initiate Check Screen - Unsubscribe settings doInitiate Check Screen - Unsubscribe settings do
not match the Send to a Friend settingsnot match the Send to a Friend settings

Are you receiving the message: Warning: Unsubscribe settings do not match the Send to a
Friend settings.?

Initiate Check Screen - Unsubscribe setting do not match SendInitiate Check Screen - Unsubscribe setting do not match Send
to a Friend Settingsto a Friend Settings

The Send to a Friend that you have attached to the campaign will have Opt-In and Opt-Out
values assigned to it, this message means that they are not the same as those of the
Unsubscribe you have attached to the campaign. So when a recipient submits the Send to a
Friend, they are automatically being unsubscribed instead of being opted In to mailings. See
below for an example.

Always edit the send to a friend to match your Unsubscribe, NOT the other way around.
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1) Check your Unsubscribe Values1) Check your Unsubscribe Values

To check the Unsubscribe values click:

1. Tools

2. Unsubscribe

3. Then on the name of the Unsubscribe you have attached to the campaign.
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1a) Viewing your Unsubscribe Values1a) Viewing your Unsubscribe Values

Note down:

1. The Unsubscribe field being used.

2. The Opt In value

3. The Opt Out value
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2) Checking your Send to a Friend Opt-In and Opt-Out Values2) Checking your Send to a Friend Opt-In and Opt-Out Values

To change the Send to a Friend Opt-in and Opt-Out values click:

1. Tools

2. Send to a Friend

3. Then on the name of the Send to a Friend you have attached to the campaign.
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2a) Viewing your Send to a Friend Opt-In and Opt-Out values2a) Viewing your Send to a Friend Opt-In and Opt-Out values

1. The OptIn field is being used for the Send to a Friend.

2. Currently when a 'Friend' Opts in on mailing their OptIn value is being set to F. However if you
look at the Unsubscribe values in section 1a, F is the Opt Out Value. Meaning that as soon as
they submit to mailings they are automatically Unsubscribed.

3) Correcting the Send to a Friend Opt-In and Opt-Out Values3) Correcting the Send to a Friend Opt-In and Opt-Out Values

You must ensure that you change the Send to a Friend settings. Because if you change the
Unsubscribe value you could resubscribe contacts who have already unsubscribed.

To correct the error the Values for the Send to a Friend and Unsubscribe values must match.

1. So in this instance under the Send to a Friend the OptIn value must equal T and the Opt Out
value must equal F. This way when the friend submits to receive mailings their OptIn value is set
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to T, this will then mean they have opted in and should will not be automatically be
unsubscribed.

Once you have changed the values hit save and retry to initiate the campaign.
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What do I do...? QuestionsWhat do I do...? Questions
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Initiate Check Screen - The HTML email containsInitiate Check Screen - The HTML email contains
test linkstest links

When initiating a campaign, you may come across the error 'Email Contains Test Links'.

This article will show you how you can find and replace these links.

The ErrorThe Error

1. On the initiation checks screen, under 'Check Email' details, you will get a red-text error if
you have test links in your design. Red-text errors mean you campaign cannot be initiated
until they have been resolved.

2. This is the error message that will display if you are using test links.
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Finding the Test LinkFinding the Test Link

1. Click on the HTML tab within the properties bar of the Design.

SearchingSearching

1. Press Ctrl+F and search for "p1=t". This piece of code will indicate which links are test links
and are preventing your campaign from sending.
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The LinkThe Link

1. The search will highlight links containing this piece of code. These links will need to be
removed and re-added before initiating.

Breaking the linkBreaking the link

1. Highlight the test link in the design of your email
2. Break the hyperlink using the 'break hyperlink' button
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Re-inserting a live linkRe-inserting a live link

1. Go to your browser, type in the link you want to lead your customers to and copy the URL.
2. Insert the live link in your email using the 'Insert Tracked Links' button.

Checking the LinkChecking the Link

1. This is how the link should look: p1={
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My Test Email has not been receivedMy Test Email has not been received

If you have sent yourself a test and it has not arrived in your inbox, there are a few things
that you can check.

1. Did you get the red confirmation text stating Test email/SMS Successfully Sent If this did
not appear then click send test again.

2. Check your Junk mail box to ensure it hasn’t gone into there.

3. Send a test to an email address outside of you network such as Gmail, Hotmail or Yahoo.
If the test comes through to you there, then speak to your IT team, and ask them to check
the email logs for your network.

4. After checking the above and you still don’t have a test after about 10-15 minutes please
contact the support team.
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What Happens if a Contact Emails the SenderWhat Happens if a Contact Emails the Sender
Email Address?Email Address?

If someone replies to the sender email address as it is not setup as a mailbox the message
cannot be retrieved. Unfortunately this is not something that can be changed due to the
way bounce manager works.The only thing we can do is recommend you put “if you wish to
reply to this email please contact example@mycompany.co.uk” within your email as well as
having a reply to address set.
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Why is my Email being Marked as Spam?Why is my Email being Marked as Spam?

This is never an easy question to answer and you may never get to the root of why your
email is being spammed, but there are a number of things you can check.

One of the first things we do on the support desk when investigating a question of this type
is we try to determine if your email is being spammed based on the content or the sender
reputation or both.

So where are you being spammed?So where are you being spammed?

Is it when sending emails to your network? If so then the first point of call for checking why
is to ask your internal IT to check the SMTP logs and find out why the email is being rejected
/ spammed. If you use any 3rd party anti spam software / hardware, this should also be
checked. Typically there will be a sensible messages in the log that tell you the WHY.

It may be something as simple as your network has noticed that a lot of emails have been
received from your sender address which you haven't been engaging with and therefore it
now views them as Spam. If it is something as simple as this then your IT team will be able
to add the sender address to your networks safe list to prevent this from happening in the
future.

If the problem is with external ISP accounts which you can’t check, unfortunately we can not
advise exactly why they are rejecting / marking it as “spam” either. The major ISPs like
Hotmail, AOL and Yahoo will let emails in but they all use their own rules for what happens
to it. Some of them will allow one email in, and then reject or junk further emails because
they detect the same email has been sent to the same address in quick succession. Others
will simply junk an email because it has junk type content in it. The junk type content
though is unique to each ISP.

You can try sending a different design from your account to the same email account. If the
different design is delivered to the inbox then you know it is the content that is being
spammed rather than based on the sender reputation.

Don't forget that spam filters change on a regular basis and something that was delivered
last week might not get delivered this week.

Checking your contentChecking your content

If you suspect that you are being spammed due to content then there are three different
areas within the product that can help.
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Starting in the editor there is a spam check button. If some spam words/phrases are picked
up try removing them.

Secondly check the spam score on the send test tab. Once the score is returned you can
click to show the extended spam report, take note and make changes where you have
scored highly.

Thirdly if you have the advanced inbox checker, run an inbox check. Spam information from
various spam filters will be shown here, again take note and make changes where
necessary.

Once you have checked the top three and made the changes where suggested, send
another email to see if your email is now delivered to your inbox.

Even if your content is perfect, if the recipients complain, there’s nothing you can do.

Checking your sender reputationChecking your sender reputation

If you believe that you are being spammed based on your reputation, give the awesome
support team a call and they will assist on a case by case basis.
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What do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM butWhat do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but
want to import a CSV?want to import a CSV?

We NEVER recommend doing a CSV import when you are integrated with a CRM

When you integrate contacts it uses the CRM contact ID as the unique identifier. When you
import CSVs unless otherwise configured it uses the email address.

So lets say you integrate 10 contacts with this data…

What do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but want to import aWhat do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but want to import a
CSV?CSV?

Note: both support@communigator.co.uk addresses are integrated because they have differentNote: both support@communigator.co.uk addresses are integrated because they have different
crmContactIDs.crmContactIDs.

If you then import CSV files that use the crmContactID and the data for them does not perfectly
match the above then you risk messing up the contact data. This will then send back to the CRM
system and update that too if the fields are data cleansed.

Also as said the import de dupes on email address. Therefore if you import this data…
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What do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but want to import aWhat do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but want to import a
CSV?CSV?

The import data will overwrite all matching email addresses. Therefore using the 10 integrated
examples the final result is this…

What do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but want to import aWhat do I do if I am Integrated with a CRM but want to import a
CSV?CSV?

Notice how it updates every contact in our database with the CSV data.

The other risk is if you map this field and make up the crmContactIDs. Any activity a user makes
in a received email enters the integration queue. If you therefore have contacts with made up
crmContactIDs which do not exist in the CRM, the integration queue will fill up with data it can
not process.

Generally speaking it’s a bad idea unless you never have duplicates and never have different
data.
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Logging in to CommuniGator through CRMLogging in to CommuniGator through CRM
displays the CommuniGator login screen?displays the CommuniGator login screen?

The following article explains the reasons why you could be presented with the
CommuniGator Login screen when logging in via CRM using the autologin.

1) Cookies are being blocked on your computer.1) Cookies are being blocked on your computer.

The first reason why you could see the CommuniGator login screen instead of logging straight
into Communigator, is that cookies are being blocked on your computer. To check the cookie
settings:

1) Open Internet Explorer and select wheel icon and select 'Internet Options' from the menu.

2) Go to the privacy tab and drag the bar all the way to the bottom to 'Allow All Cookies'

2) Your CRM system may not have have the credentials stored.2) Your CRM system may not have have the credentials stored.

The second reason could be that you do not have the CommuniGator credentials stored in your
CRM system. Follow the following links to find out how to store the CommuniGator credentials
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in your CRM System. (For some CRM systems you may need to contact your CRM Administrator
/ IT Support Team to update/store the credentails.)

SageSalesLogix

Sage CRM

MSCRM

ACT!

SalesForce

If you are still unable to login to CommuniGator via CRM after checking the above steps please
contact the CommuniGator Support team.
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IP AuthenticationIP Authentication

More and more these days we all hear horror stories of breaches in security, identity theft
and data compromise, here at CommuniGator our number one priority is our customers
safety, the safety of their data and their reputation. This security protocols heralds a high-
priority step in this commitment while putting the control in your hands and ensuring you
are provided with peace of mind through CommuniGatorâ€™s on-going commitment to
your data and account security.

Any login from a location not linked to your account, will result in an email being sent to you
with simple step-by-step instructions on authenticating your location.

To avoid any problems with you being able to log on from new IP locationsTo avoid any problems with you being able to log on from new IP locations

Checkout your user account by logging into CommuniGator and heading to

Tools -> My Details, this lists the details of the account you are logged in as, including the
email address that will receive authentication emails to. If there is no email address you will
need to update this to ensure the process is as smooth as possible.

Email Marketing - Version 7 - Windows Internet ExplorerEmail Marketing - Version 7 - Windows Internet Explorer
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While you are thereâ€¦â€¦...While you are thereâ€¦â€¦...

Check out your username; if it is not the same as your email address we would strongly suggest
you talk to your support representative about getting a new account setup just for you.
CommuniGator strongly recommend that you ensure the user you are logging in as is your very
own user tied to your email address, this way you will avoid delays in access and the headache
of not being able to get your campaigns out in time.

CommuniGator also gives customers that ability to nominate an administrative user within your
company who has the rights to create new accounts, unlock accounts and disable accounts
when an employee leaves (meaning you are not left unnecessarily exposed). This role or a new
dedicated account can be created upon request to support.

Are there any exceptions?Are there any exceptions?

Yes. If you are logging in using a specific â€œCRMâ€? user through your CRM then you most
likely donâ€™t need an individual user, however, this account may need to be authenticated so
make sure the right person knows about this change i.e. whoever administers your CRM and
CommuniGator.

If you encounter problemsIf you encounter problems

When you first try to log on from a new IP location you should get the message â€˜New IP
Location detected, an email has been sent to your email accountâ€™ If you receive this
message then please check the email account that is associated to your username and then
follow the instructions on the email. Donâ€™t forget to check your Junk folder just in case it has
been sent there. If for any reason it has not been delivered to you then please contact the
support desk.

However you may get the message â€˜invalid email address associated to you accountâ€™
This means the system is unable to send you the authentication email you will need to contact
either an administrator user for your account or the Support team and ask them to add your
email address to the username. Once this is done you will need to try and log in again in order
to initiate the Authentication email to yourself.
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Logging in via CRMLogging in via CRM

If you are integrated with a CRM then most of the time you click on the relevant E-
Marketing button and up pops the platform without a log in screen.

Even when integrated with a CRM you still have a Username and Password for the platform
that is stored against your CRM user. These details are used to log you in automatically. If
you see the log in screen then this often means that cookies are being blocked which is
preventing the auto log in from working. Allowing cookies and trying again will resolve the
issue for you.
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Logging InLogging In

From V7 onwards we are compatible with Internet Explorer 7,8 &9, Firefox, Google Chrome,
Safari and Opera. Go to the URL for your environment.

Login - Version 7 - Windows Internet ExplorerLogin - Version 7 - Windows Internet Explorer

Log in using the Username & Password provided. Once logged in you will be taken to the Home
screen.
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How to reset your passwordHow to reset your password

We have recently had a change to our security policy meaning we are no longer able to
reset your passwords or add IP addresses. If you have forgotten your password then click
on the forgotten password button, this will generate a new password to the email address
associated with that login.

The screenshot above demonstrates where the button appears, once you have clicked on the
“forgotten password?” button a white box will appear underneath where you enter your user
name. Which will send a password request through to that user.
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If you currently use a generic log in we recommend creating new users for each CommuniGator
user, as this will allow the password reset and IP authentication emails come through to
associated users email address.

When creating new users we will now provide you with a username and you will need to click
on the forgotten password button to generate the password.

If you would like to change the password for your account you can do this in CommuniGator by
clicking on the “Your account” tab and select the Change Password option, you will be able to
enter your new password.
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Why are my tests unable to send?Why are my tests unable to send?

Before initiating a campaign the first test you run is sending a test email to check your email
displays correctly and that links are working etc.

If your tests are receiving an error such as 'test not sent' this article will explain what could
be causing this error.

The WarningsThe Warnings

When clicking send test you get the following warning
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Why?Why?

Do you have dynamic content in your email? Has this been copied?

If so this could be the reason why your test is unable to send due to broken dynamic conent/
salutation.

Broken Dynamic ContentBroken Dynamic Content

To check whether this is the problem, you can try clicking on your dynamic content block and
selecting the dynamic content icon to edit your block. If an error appears then this could be why
your test has not sent.
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Re-CreateRe-Create

Re-create the dynamic content block, not forgetting to save and close

Send TestSend Test

Your test email should now successfully send

OtherOther

No Dynamic Content in your email? Have you duplicated HTML from one email and stuck into
another? Are there embedded pictures in this replicated HTML? This could be another reason
behind why.

We generally suggest using our copy email function. In the event that you have a third party's
HTML we suggest making a zip folder and uploading the HTML to CommuniGator.

In the event that none of the above apply, please contact support@communigator.co.uk who
can run further investigations for you.
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HTML Upload failed, what to do?HTML Upload failed, what to do?

When uploading HTML, several things must be taken into consideration. In this article we
will look at some of the most common mistakes that prevent a successful HTML upload,
and how to avoid them.

The error(s)The error(s)

After an unsuccessful upload you will notice a message such as the one in the image above.
These messages will give you a rough idea of might be wrong with the template.

Analysing the templateAnalysing the template

Problems with HTML uploads are often related to file names, such as in the screenshot above.

1. One potential issue is the name of a file and/or a folder starting with a non-alphanumeric
character.

2. The issue with the folder name as we see above is that when using a template created by a
3rd party sometimes the software used leaves temporary folders and files behind, these will
need to be removed as we will show at a later step.

3. The system will also reject the hyphen character.
4. If you change the name of the image, you will also need to go into the HTML code and

change the image file path to point to the new location.
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The fixThe fix

To resolve the issue the "_OSX_OSX" folder was removed, the ".thumbs.png.thumbs.png" file was also removed.

• The file "Image-2.pngImage-2.png" was renamed to "Image_2.pngImage_2.png" as you can see in 2.
• Although CommuniGator will accept spaces in the file name as seen in 1 it is recommended

that you rename the file as well, the underscore "__" would be the best substitute for the
space.

After all the changes were made the ZIP file was re-uploaded and successfully added to
CommuniGator.
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Why am I not receiving any out of offices?Why am I not receiving any out of offices?

When you send an email some of your contacts will not be in the office and will have an
automated email that will go to your reply-to address. A common question is "Why are we
not receiving any or a normal amount of out of offices?". This article will explain why.

Out Of OfficesOut Of Offices

There are two main reasons why you may not be receiving a lot of out of offices.

1. The out of office could have an automatic setting to reply to the sending address, and there is
no inbox for your sending address in CommuniGator. If you contact
support@communigator.co.uk we can set up a forwarding rule so that any emails that go to
your sending address are forwarded to your reply to address, which you will then receive.

Please Note: Any emails that have gone to the sending address before the forwarding rule has
been set up will not be forwarded to your reply to address.

2. It may be possible that out of your audience there are not many contacts that are out of the
office, or have them set up.

Contact support@communigator.co.uk and we can run tests for you to diagnose the problem
for you.
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Why is my Background colour not displaying?Why is my Background colour not displaying?

In some of your emails you may set a background colour, such as a dark grey, which
displays correctly in the editor, yet will not display in outlook or some other email clients.
There is a reason why this is happening and this article will explain why and how to fix this.

EditorEditor

This is how your background displays in the editor
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Email ClientEmail Client

This is how your email displays in your email client, which is not correct

ResolutionResolution

1. In order for the background colour to display you need to put the whole email in a table,
2. Set the width as 100%
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3. And align.

Please follow the steps below in order create your background.

Cutting the HTMLCutting the HTML

1. Go onto the HTML tab of your design
2. Press CTRL A to highlight all of the HTML and then click CTRL X to cut the HTML
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Creating the TableCreating the Table

1. Create your table
2. Click on the table breadcrumb
3. Set the width to 100%
4. Align your table
5. Set the background colour
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Pasting the HTMLPasting the HTML

1. Click on the HTML tab of your email
2. Highlight the &nbsp inbetween the td tags and click CTRL V to paste your HTML back in
3. Save and Close
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The Final OutcomeThe Final Outcome

Your email now has a background colour
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